Whereas prisons had previously been thought of as transitory places for those awaiting trial, the new prison system aimed at the reformation of convicts. In Spain the first organisation set up to improve prison conditions was the Señoras de las Cárceles. This article shows how the Señoras attempted to erase the sexual aspect of women's prisons and create instead a morally acceptable space in which to educate female prisoners. Their practices reveal how changing ideas about punishment and education, sexuality and gender, entered the Spanish penal system, permeated civil society and facilitated the transition to a different legal regime.
civil society, either male or female, devoted to the betterment of the physical and moral conditions of prisoners. It was established by ten upper-class women in 1788 to look after the female prisoners in Madrid. 4 As such, it proved instrumental for the broader implementation of penitentiary reform in Spain. The practices of the Señoras reveal the ways in which changing ideas about punishment and education, sexuality and gender, entered the Spanish penal system, permeated civil society and facilitated the transition to a different legal regime.
Prisons and penal reform were the subjects of passionate discussion during the long eighteenth century, especially after the publication of Cesare Beccaria's Dei delitti e delle pene (1764) and John Howard's international campaigns in the 1770s. 5 Reformers across Europe, in England, Spain, France, Germany and the Italian provinces, as well as in American cities such as Philadelphia, strongly questioned the traditional role of prisons as transitory places for the accused to await trial. 6 Prisons and other, new systems of confinement were to serve henceforth as sites for the moral reform of convicts through work, isolation and/or religious indoctrination. This ideal of incarceration mobilised diverse specialists across society: architects, doctors, chemists and political economists alike Sex and Prisons joined together in engineering new spaces for 'fabricating virtue'. 7 Missing from existing narratives of penal reform, however, is one set of actors: female societies for the improvement of incarcerated women's conditions. 8 This oversight is all the more crucial, for, unlike in male prisons, the punishment of women had long possessed a re-educational character, as is evident in the sixteenthcentury Catholic houses for repentant prostitutes and Magdalene asylums in Protestant countries during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 9 Until the 1980s female prisons were more or less ignored in the history of penal reform. When feminist historiographies finally took up their story, it was to show the injustices of a penal system that perpetuated the patriarchal order and contributed to the construction and reinforcement of normative masculinities and femininities. However, to understand the appropriation of reformist ideas while avoiding presentist interpretations, it is necessary to address the cultural logic and institutional dynamics of pre-modern legal systems. In the words of Alejandro Agüero and Marta Lorente, one of the most salient features of the Spanish pre-modern legal system was the 'inextricable and synergic relationship between religion (and its cultural agencies) and the law'. 10 The practices of the Señoras should thus be seen in this framework.
This article is divided into three sections. The first gives an overview of the institutions in which Spanish women were imprisoned. The second describes the techniques and theories the Señoras used to erase the supposedly rampant sexuality in the prisons and give instead a virtuous and capable feminine identity to the prisoners. The final part examines two kinds of ward that the Señoras inaugurated: correctional ones for young offenders and secret wards for pregnant single women.
I. Imprisoning Women
The Señoras intervened in the prisons of La Galera, La Corte and La Villa (the latter two of which also held men). 11 In each of these, female prisoners lived in miserable conditions. La Corte was set up in 1634 to hold upper-class debtors, which explains the elegant façade, the working fountain in one courtyard, with windows opening onto it from the wards. By the end of the eighteenth century, however, it admitted all classes of felon, including men and women awaiting trial, convicts awaiting transportation to forced labour in state enterprises or to penitentiaries in Africa and vagrants awaiting transfer to workhouses. 12 Men could rent different lodgings according to their financial and social status, from private rooms that cost 1,500 reales a year, to a bed in a large dormitory called the Sala de camas, which cost 3 reales a day. Those who didn't have the means shared wooden bunks in the communal ward. Women were imprisoned together in the same ward. This was also the case with women in the much more modest prison of La Villa, situated behind the Madrid Council Hall. In 1783, when John Howard visited the Madrid prisons during his European tour, around forty women and 130 men were crammed into each jail. 13 In addition to La Corte and La Villa, women could be sent to the all-female prison of La Galera. It dated to the early seventeenth century, when the Catholic Counter-Reformation was in its heyday and poverty was increasingly perceived as a threat to the social and moral order. 14 La Galera remained notorious for its harsh treatment of its inmates well into the eighteenth century. 15 The founder, Sor Magdalena de San Jerónimo, conceived it as the female equivalent to men's punishment as galley slaves. 16 Sor Magdalena bemoaned the fact that, while men could be punished in the galleys, there was no such place to punish 'vagrants, thieves, procurers, witches, and other women'. 17 She conceived of work in La Galera as physical punishment. Prisoners were forced to spin and sew clothes and bedding for the Hospital General y de la Pasión. Unlike the other prisons, La Galera seems not to have been a lucrative business, and the director's salary was paid by the Junta de Hospitales. 18 It is important to note that prisons did not hold the entire population of female convicts. Women were allocated to different spaces according to the class and type of offence. As feminist historians have shown, women's crimes mostly involved deviation from social norms rather than criminal offences. 19 The majority of them were imprisoned for moral offences such as wandering in the streets 'without known purpose', begging, street prostitution, adultery, illegal cohabitation and shameful behaviour ('suspicious and improper conduct', 'scandal' or living a 'licentious life'). 20 Women could be imprisoned in religious institutions, hospitals and workhouses. There was a great variety of each of these in eighteenth-century Madrid. The Casas de Recogidas sheltered prostitutes, with examples including the Casa de Arrepentidas (House for Repentant Women), in the convent of Santa María Magdalena de la Penitencia, the Casa de Reclusión o Colegio de Seglares de Pinto and the Beaterio de San José de la Penitencia. A special ward in the Hospital General and the Hospital de La Pasión kept sick and pregnant convicts, while their children were received in the Foundling House and the Hospital of Desamparados. Monasteries lodged upper-class women, as did the House of San Nicolás de Bari. 21 La Corte, La Villa, La Galera, the women's ward in the Hospicio del Ave Maria (also called Hospicio de La Corte) and the correction house of San Fernando (mentioned at the beginning of this article) all held poor women. Women could be arrested while wandering in the street by a special police brigade (the Policia de pobres), as we see in Goya's drawing, or directly accused by husbands, tutors or any other authority, although trial by jury was required for conviction. 22 Hence La Corte, La Galera, La Villa and San Fernando held needy women who were considered by the standards of the day to be of dubious moral character and uncontrolled sexuality. In a visit to the San Fernando house of correction in 1789 the priest Pedro Portillo summarised the situation thus: 'lust exceeds all measurement'. In his report to the minister of state, José Moñino y Redondo, conde de Floridablanca, Portillo stated that the governesses of San Fernando recommended that the convicted women have sex with each other ('amancebarse'), as the best way for them to 'forget about the street'. 23 Portillo's account implied that prostitutes had an insatiable lust, and betrays his concern that commerce with female prisoners could affect a man's reputation. This concern was decisive in the establishment of the Señoras. In 1785, according to a widely distributed journal, the duchess of Montemar commissioned Portillo to give religious talks to the women of La Galera. Fearing for his reputation, Portillo came up with the idea of a female society: 'seeing the delicacy of this commission, in which he had to proceed with the greatest circumspection, he conceived the idea that […] some ladies distinguished by their virtue and circumstances […] would be able to help the prisoners […] without the difficulties that this presented to men'. 24 Whatever sexual disorders reigned in female jails, it was thought that a society of virtuous, religious ladies could deal with them. In 1788, with the full protection of the crown, a group of ten principal ladies set up the Señoras de las Cárceles para ejercitar la Caridad con las Pobres de la Cárcel de la Galera, de la Cárcel de la Corte y de la Cárcel de la Villa. 25 The Señoras carefully highlighted the fact that their aims were wholly charitable and pious. In their statutes they stated that they were moved by humanitarian and Christian sentiments, and that they would never interfere with judicial proceedings, or even seek to know the causes of women's imprisonment. 26 Charity in the eighteenth-century was a complex issue, full of contradictions. '[C] onglomerations of feeling, belief, and interest', as Sarah Lloyd has put it, reinforced the system that oppressed those that it aimed to save. The charitable acts of the Señoras should be seen in these terms. 27 Religious duties, humanitarian feelings, social interest and political claims blended in the Señoras' actions. But, above all, the Señoras took a novel, sympathetic and markedly practical approach to female delinquency, through which they sought to restore 'feminine' dignity to imprisoned women. 28
II. Feminine Dignity
Once the society was fully legitimised in 1788, the Señoras began an ambitious programme. To begin with, the society bought beds and mattresses to furnish the prisons, provided each woman with a bedcover and gave 'decent robes' to prisoners who lacked them. They paid a clergyman to give Catholic Mass to the women in majority male prisons. Until then, only men had been allowed to listen to Mass, as the mix of male and female prisoners in the chapel was thought indecent, and an extra Mass for women would require more funds. Regarding food, the Señoras ensured women received regular rations. Moreover, they allowed women to cook their own foodthe society recognised women's sensibility to such dubious fare as the prisons' soup. They also took care of the nurseries. We know that the nursery of La Corte had five beds and its own kitchen with kitchenware. In each prison a member of the Señoras was responsible for overseeing healthcare, calling for the doctor when necessary and ensuring that remedies and cures were properly administered, and for choosing prisoners to tend the sick women. This may have created social bonds among prisoners and thereby improved communal living.
The Señoras intended female prisons and wards to resemble domestic spaces rather than dungeons. Sexual hazards were controlled as much as possible. The Señoras appointed personnel in the same careful manner that servants were sought out for private homes. Choosing intermediarieswho acted as a bridge between prisoners and the exterior world by carrying messages, notes and goodswas a delicate matter. As in families, such intermediaries could damage the honour of their employers and cause mischief, which included facilitating indecent sexual behaviour. 29 Thus, the Señoras contracted an old widow of good reputation and, in the same spirit, appointed a 'protector lady' (Protectora) to organise the marriages of poor brides and daughters whose parents were imprisoned.
Finally, the Señoras organised what were thought to be virtuous occupations for women: needlework and its related disciplines, spinning and weaving. They did not see work in prisons primarily as a punishment or a disciplinary measure. On the contrary, the Señoras approved of such work as practical (allowing women to earn some money and learn a useful skill for future employment) but also, above all, as a means of alleviating the unhappiness of incarceration. Both the emblem and motto of the society accorded with Christian philosophy, as well as the Bourbon political economic discourse, and could apply to women of all social situations. 30 In the emblem the notorious symbol of feminine sloth, the fan, is belted by hawthorns and chains, while the spindle, the symbol of feminine industriousness, is wrapped with flowers, suggesting that idleness enslaves while diligence and industry emancipate. The motto ('La labor mitiga la pena') played with the double meaning of pena. In one sense, pena meant legal punishment; in the other, it meant woe and sorrow: work lightens punishment and sadness. 31 In tune with these ideas, women's labour in La Corte and La Villa was voluntary and paid, while in La Galera, although prisoners still sewed for the hospital, conditions were easier and prisoners could engage in other work, to be sold in the market.
In all three jails the profits obtained through the sale of craftsstockings, fingerless gloves, silk laces and jackets, among other itemswere given to the women. The ladies visited the prisoners in La Galera every Sunday, and La Corte and La Villa every Thursday, to read the Catechism with them and distribute the money earned through the week's work. With their emphasis on needlework, religious rituals and education the Señoras showed the public how to transform prisons into sites for recuperating 'capable and virtuous women'.
The accomplishments of female convicts were advertised in widely read journals, and the society published an account of prisoners' labours every six months. 32 Reports were an important part of the new charitable economy. The biannual account of how the Señoras dispensed alms served to encourage further donations and the establishment of new societies. As charity was now construed, enlightened benevolence needed to target the 'deserving poor' and encourage virtue and economy rather than breed laziness and corruption. 33 Charity was seen as an act of public interest, and donors needed to consider carefully where to invest in order to serve their society and country properly. The ideas of political economists and philanthropists such as Cesare Beccaria, John Howard and Manuel Lardizábal y Uribe on the necessity of reforming prisons were thus disseminated in a practical manner. 34 The Señoras were central to this process. They inspired the setting up of female societies in other cities: Oviedo (1792), Valencia (1796) and Zaragoza (1802). In 1799 the first male society for dealing with men's prisons was established in Madrid. According to one of its members, it too was inspired by the Señoras, who demonstrated the 'compassion and generosity of the fair sex'. 35 The reports of the Señoras also enhanced the charitable image of the crown, which supported the society with a monthly pension of 3,000 reales (a journeyman earned 3 reales a day). The Señoras wisely acknowledged this and other royal support in their publications. 36 But above all, the reports showed how elite women successfully applied their gendered skills to recover 'lost women' and incorporate them into the labouring population. However, penal reform was only one area of these upper-class women's activities. Rather than an isolated charitable Catholic association, the Señoras belonged to a network of active, learned women keen to participate in contemporary campaigns for national improvement. 37 Although the statutes of the Señoras set out that members should be 'indifferent to worldly affairs' ('desengañadas del mundo'), most were central actors in the political and cultural life of the city. They patronised savants and artists, hosted salons and literary tertulias and were relatives of politicians and savants. Many of the members of the Señoras also belonged to the prestigious Junta de Damas de Honor y Mérito (Committee of Ladies of Honour and Merit). 38 The Junta was set up in 1787 (a year before the Señoras) as the female branch of the Real Sociedad Económica Matritense de Amigos del País, the Madrid Economic Society. As is well known, these societies enabled the local elite to pursue national improvement through education and circulation of scientific novelties. The aim of the Junta was specifically to promote 'education and diligence' in the female population. Among other tasks, it was responsible for the schools for poor girls in Madridthe so-called charitable schools, spinning schools, lace schools or mistress schools, which played an important role in constructing feminine identities. 39 Between 1788 and 1805, of the thirty-four members of the Señoras that had named roles (treasurers, presidents or directors of nurseries), ten belonged to the Junta. 40 The close relationship of the Junta and the Señoras with contemporary science, as well as with discourses of penal reform, is evident from their efforts in 1790 to address the alarmingly fetid smell of the air in the prisons. Physicians believed that the stinking prison air caused diseases, such as the fiebres carcelarias ('prison fever'). There were concerns not only about the health of prisoners but also that sickness would spread and infect the general population. In 1790 a commission of the Señoras, along with the aforementioned priest Portillo and Pedro Gutiérrez Bueno, professor of chemistry and director of the Real Laboratorio de Madrid (Royal Chemical Laboratory), devised a chemical test to decide the best method of dispelling the odour. As the level of oxygen was supposed to indicate the purity of air, the Señoras took air samples from different rooms in the prisons of La Villa and La Corte and had the Real Laboratorio measure oxygen content. It was surprisingly low. 41 Over twenty days the Señoras tested different forms of disinfectant. In some rooms they used traditional domestic techniques, such as burned lavender and juniper, and sprinkling sweet-smelling waters. In others the Señoras used the new method of acid disinfection. In particular, they tried vinegar in different forms: evaporating, washing floors with pure vinegar, and watering with 50 per cent dilutions. Although the way that acids 'cleaned' contagious air was the subject of debate, Gutiérrez Bueno believed that it increased the oxygen in the air. 42 After twenty days samples of the different rooms were again taken to the Real Laboratorio to measure the oxygen content. It was concluded that the vinegar solution at 50 per cent was the most effective method, and thus it was the one that the Señoras employed thereafter. The tests were published in the official Gazeta and, in 1802, in the widely distributed semi-official journal the Semanario de Agricultura y Artes. This latter publication emphasised that 'the ladies were aware of what had been written lately about the purification of foul air', and a footnote added that the Señoras now used nitric vapour instead of vinegar. This report was also re-published in the Efemérides de la Ilustración (1804). 43 In addition, the Señoras established new wards in La Corte in order to address two different groups: young inmates and dishonoured pregnant women. The rationale behind the first one was to separate the young convicted girls from the older offenders and thus prevent their 'corruption'. The rationale behind the Reservadas (the secret wards) was to prevent abortions and infanticides while protecting the honour of the women, who were of all social classes and not necessarily convicts. Neither the correctional nor the secret wards were new ideas; on the contrary, the spaces for separating and classifying older and young female offenders had a long tradition, as well as hiding shameful pregnancies. 44 What was a novelty, however, was the management of these wards by a civil society of learned women, who were aware of pedagogical and medical theories and were conscious of their social mission as educators. In the next section I will briefly highlight how the wards may have been inspired by pedagogical and medical thinking and how they ultimately affected definitions of femininity.
III. Punishment, Education and Sexuality
According to contemporary pedagogical literature, pious reflection, virtuous exemplarity and judicious conversation were the most effective methods of education. 45 Physical punishment and violent chastisement were strongly disapproved of. Consider the countess of Genlis's widely read Les Veillées du Château (Tales of the Castle). The Spanish translation, Veladas de la quinta, appeared in 1788 with great success. 46 The translator dedicated it to the ladies of the Junta, who subscribed to it. 47 The Veladas is a collection of stories in dialogue form, in which a mother explains and discusses moral tales with her children.
In 'Delfina o la curación feliz' ('Delphine, or the Happy Recovery'), a spoilt rich girl is sent to a German physician's country house for the sake of her health (her bad temper having led to loss of appetite and poor breathing). Having openly vented her dissatisfaction with her new lodgings, Delfina is punished by being made to spend the night with a maid who does not speak her language. Irate at the maid's silence, Delfina slaps her. The maid then ties Delfina's hands behind her back and keeps knitting quietly until she calms down. 48 The intended lesson for children readers is about treating servants correctly: 'if you wish your inferiors to respect you, treat them with sweetness and humanity', the doctor's wife instructs Delfina. 49 But at the same time as children learned how to behave with 'inferiors', adults learned how to behave with unruly children. In particular, they learned to avoid harsh language and violent punishment (tying hands was not considered violent) and to let children reflect in silence. 50 This same method of restraint was employed at La Corte. Although the project was conceived of in 1788, the correction house was not finished until 1794. It comprised a room that accommodated seventeen young women. The Señoras contracted a female tutor to teach the girls reading, needlework and religion. 51 The inmates' individual beds were separated by curtains, a fact that was highlighted in journal publications. The Semanario, for instance, states that the curtains served to 'keep the necessary modesty' between the girls. 52 However, the curtains preserved the intimacy not only of bodies but also of minds. They created spaces for individual reflection. The statutes also emphasised that the Señoras should behave with modesty and 'sweetness' (dulzura) with the inmates at all times. Although we cannot be certain that the Señoras read Genlis, their practices certainly echoed trends in contemporary educational thinking.
The aversion to physical punishment, either of children, servants or women convicts, also derived from its strong sexual connotations. Scholars have extensively documented the practices of flagellation in contemporary erotic literature. 53 In Exhibition of Female Flagellants […] Proving from indubitable facts that a number of ladies take a secret pleasure in whipping their own, and children committed to their care (1777), for instance, the author compares the way uneducated women beat their children in anger to the sadistic act of whipping children and young girls for pleasure. 54 In his manuscript on education (1699) John Aubrey discusses the proper punishment of schoolboys. He states that he 'would not have such a thing as the turning up of bare buttocks for pedants to exercise their cruel lust'. 55 The doctor Tomas Mora, who worked in the Madrid Foundling House under the orders of the Junta (and thus had close contact with some of the Señoras), warned in his treatise on education not to beat children because of the 'adverse habits' this could provoke later on. 56 Rousseau confessed that his first spanking by his teacher Mlle Lambercier when he was a child significantly determined his sexuality; this experience, he says, 'disposed of my tastes, my passions, myself for the rest of my life'. 57 In the penitentiary context, where female convicts were thought to have powerful sexualities, physical punishment might be thought both counter-productive and improper for virtuous ladies, as the Señoras were supposed to be.
Virtue and honour were also at stake in the Reservada, or secret ward. This ward was similar to a cloister in the prison of La Corte. Opened in 1797, it received women from the third month of pregnancy through to full term. Women gave birth and recovered before coming out; their babies were sent to the Madrid Foundling House. The Señoras vigilantly concealed the women's identities, changing their names, ensuring concealed visits by doctors and clergymen and arranging curtains and lattices to conceal women from each other when attending Mass. Women were also hidden from the exterior world and forbidden to receive visits or go outside, under the threat of expulsion. 58 The Señoras contracted a male porter, a woman for taking care of internal issues and another for running errands. These secret wards were available to women of every social status but required them to be 'innocent'. The Señoras established strict rules of admission. In particular, prostitutes were excluded, and women were only allowed to enter once in a lifetime. There was a mailbox in one of the central streets, calle de las Rosas, in which women could deposit letters of application to the Real Hermandad de la Esperanza, who took them to the Señoras for them to consider each case carefully. 59 The secret wards had three rooms: one for 'youths of distinction'; one for those who could pay 6 reales daily; and one for poor women, paid by the Señoras. Twenty further beds were also paid for by the queen, which indicates the social acceptance and prestige that the secret ward had.
The secret wards dealt with sexual crimes in a distinctive way. Since the medieval period, wronged Spanish women had had recourse to the courts to obtain material restitution for their lost honour. 60 However, plaintiffs needed first to prove victims' virtue (that is, that the victim had led an honest and virtuous life before she met the man in question). Second, they had to counter the accusations of the male defendants. Although these legal processes usually ended in favour of women, they could undermine a family's public reputation. The reputation of the accused men, most of whom were of higher social status than the women, was also at stake. 61 To mitigate this, the secret wards concealed the whole relationship. The identity of the victims and of their assailants was not publicly known.
The secret wards may be usefully compared with the private Magdalene asylum in late eighteenth-century London. Run solely by men, it ceased admitting prostitutes in the 1780s and only admitted 'seduced' (and never pregnant) young women. In contrast to the secrecy and silence of the Spanish wards, the Magdalene asylum staged a complex interplay between visibility and invisibility, between the outspoken and the evasive. The inmates on the first floor could be glimpsed by members of the public attending Mass on the ground floor; the pastor's sermons were shaped to gratify attendants' taste for scandal; and narratives of the inmates, closely resembling sentimental novels, were published as purportedly 'real' stories. According to Sara Lloyd, the ways in which the figures of the female seduced and the male seducer were construed helped to shape a unified idea of 'feminine victimhood' across all social classes. Such an idea may also have been in operation in the Spanish prisons. Although in different wards, women of different social classes and their children were ultimately treated in the same manner, their 'faults' were the same and so was their solitary treatment. It is thus tempting to suggest that the practices of the Señoras helped to establish the necessary groundwork for the modern legal penal system, which requires stable categories of innocence and guilt and a uniform legal frame.
The crucial distinction between the two institutions is, of course, the emphasis that the Spanish one put on saving the children. In addition to religious reasons, humanitarian concerns about infanticide and a pragmatic approach to the protection of women's honour, there was a political obsession with increasing the population. Although infant mortality rates in the Foundling House were extremely highmore than 90 per centwhich the women of the Junta were very conscious of and attempted to reduce, the rationale behind the secret wards was that 'illegitimate' children would have a better chance of survival. 62 Thus, the secret wards epitomised the blend of aspirations that drove the Señoras' activities: religious sentiment, charitable feeling, feminine identity and patriotic service.
IV. Conclusion
From 1788 onwards the Señoras furnished the Madrid prisons. They installed infirmaries, changed the food regime, established textile workshops, opened wards for the education of young inmates, organised a network for protecting the honour and the children of pregnant women and spent Sunday and Thursday afternoons educating prisoners in religious and moral matters. They instructed inmates in needlework, hygienic practices and religious rituals, in accordance with contemporary pedagogical, medical and scientific ideas.
And yet, evaluation of the practices of the Señoras raises several ambiguities. Most of the documentary sources come from the society itself or from contemporary journals and pamphlets: printed sources that are certainly biased towards the hegemonic elite of the time, such as the crown, the Church and dominant scientific figures. We have no testimonies of the prisoners or their families in regard to the new regime imposed by the Señoras. We do not know if it was as oppressive as, or even more oppressive than, the previous one. Did the Señoras perpetuate the patriarchal order? Certainly, they sought to reincorporate women into an economic system that favoured men; they instructed women in a religion that traditionally subordinated women to men; and they eventually subjected prisoners to a sexual regime that punished women more harshly than men. Moreover, in the case of the secret wards, the Señoras spared male offenders from public disgrace and from having to compensate the women they abused. One could argue that women were protected only insofar as they were considered reproductive bodies.
It is interesting to reflect on how the historiography has treated the charitable activities of men and women differently. In her comparison of female and male charitable societies in nineteenth-century Philadelphia, Lori D. Ginzberg describes an asymmetry in evaluations of the contributions of women and men: 'the ideology of a peculiar form of benevolence', she notes, 'obscured women's complex identities'. In response, she encourages us to look at the intertwining of class, identity and political ideology in women's acts of benevolence. 63 The example of the Señoras shows how female philanthropy provided a model for women's public activity. The Señoras responded to a particular political situation, which allowed them to intervene through their feminine identities and skills.
The panorama shown here reveals the complexities of the Señoras' practices. Religious sentiment, charitable feelings, utilitarian goals, science, gender and political ambition were thoroughly interwoven and reinforced one another. The function of prisons went far beyond social control and the buttressing of social hierarchies. 64 They were also spaces in which upper-class women involved themselves in the development of a 'modern' country.
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